CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
PASAD
PASAD is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the parts
list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
PASAD climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness. All
the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more durability .All
Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with plastic end cover
with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self
with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and
durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts. You
can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space saving and
with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love being able to
climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms. These not only
serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her
human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the right
toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness but also
for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys from
Re-owned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT













1 PILLAR 15 CM lengths x13cm Diameter
4 PILLAR 60cm Lengths x 13 cm Diameter
4 PILLAR 30cm Lengths x 13 cm Diameter
1 Complete Roof ceiling set 45cm length x 13cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 50 x50 cm
1 Round shelf edge 50cm Diameter x 9cm high
1 Round shelf with soft plush cover 50cm Diameter
1 Round House 3 opening 50cm Diameter x 30cm Height
3 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Spacer 20mm
1 Allen key 4mm
10 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm

Maximum Height:-307cm / 120.7inch / 10.058feet
Net Weight: 27.3 kg
Part no Grey: FLC9812 /

Part no Beige: FLC9813

Net weight: 31kg

Gross Weight: 32 kg

/

Carton box Size: 55 x 63 x 60cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
SWIFT
SWIFT is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the parts
list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in 5mm
thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness. All the
pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more durability .All Pillars
are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with plastic end cover with
EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self
with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and
durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts.
You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space saving
and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love being able
to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms. These not only
serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her
human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness but
also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys from
renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, please cheeked with the seller
CONTENT











6 PILLAR 60CM lengths x 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 15CM Lengths x13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm length x 13cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush 50 x50 cm
1 Round shelf with edge 50cm Diameter x 9cm High
2 Round shelf 50cm Diameter
1 Round House 3 opening 50cm Diameter x 30cm High
7 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: -307cm / 120.7 inch / 10.058 feet
Part no Grey: FLC9810

/ Part no Beige: FLC9811

Net Weight: 32kg

/ Gross Weight: 34 kg

Carton Box Size: 55 x 63 x 73cm

FIGO
MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
FIGO is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the
parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover
with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic
Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm
.It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary
Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally
space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats
are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level
platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect
position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with
the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical
fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States
and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT














4 PILLAR 30CM length x 13cm Diameter
4 PILLAR 60cm Length x 13 cm Diameter
3 PILLAR 40 cm lengths x 13 cm diameter
1 PILLAR 15cm length x 13 cm diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm length x 13 cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 50 x50 cm
3 Round shelf with edge 40cm Diameter x 9cm Height
2 Round shelf with soft plush cover 40cm Diameter
1 Round House 3 opening 50cm Diameter x 30cm Height
9 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
7 Thread Bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Allen key 4mm
1 Top Holder Plastic Part with Bolt for Self

Maximum Height: 318cm / 125inch / 10.41feet
Part no Grey: FLC 9808 / Part no Beige: FLC9809
Net Weight: 37 kg

/ Gross Weight -39.5kg

Carton Box Size: 55 x63 x 83cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
PAULO
PAULO is a two hammock version with double cat house .Other components from the parts list
can easily be changed or attached to build your own system. Multi version model for cats who like
to climb and rest, other components from the parts list can easily be changed or attached to build
your own system. This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of
paper drum in 5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood
18mm thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover
with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic
Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It
can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts.
You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space
saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love
being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms.
These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe
the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness
but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys
from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT











1 PILLAR 30 CM Lengths x 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 15CM Lengths x 13cm Diameter
3 PILLAR 40CM Lengths x 13cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm length x 13cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
2 Hammock corner sealing 40 x40 cm
2 Round House panorama opening 40cm Diameter x 30cm High
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
4 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 305cm / 119 inch / 9.91feet
Part no Grey: FLC9890

/

Part no Beige: FLC9891

Net Weight: 21.5 kg

/

Gross Weight: 23kg

Carton Box Size: 41 x 41 x 84cm

ALTO
MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
ALTO is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the parts
list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in 5mm
thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness. All the
pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more durability .All Pillars
are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with plastic end cover with
EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self with
edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and
durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts. You
can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space saving and
with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love being able to
climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms. These not only
serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her
human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness but
also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys from
renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT














1 PILLAR 15 CM Lengths x 13 cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 30 CM lengths x 13cm Diameter
6 PILLAR 40cm Lengths x 13cm Diameter
3 PILLAR 60cm Lengths x13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm length x 13cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 50 x50 cm
1 Round shelf 50cm Diameter
3 Round shelf with edge 50cm Diameter x 9cm high
2 Hammock centre assembly 40 x 40 cm
4 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
8 Thread rod M10 x 7.5cm
1 Allen key 4mm
1 Top part plastic holder with bolt for hammock

Maximum Height: 309cm / 121.5inch /10.12feet
Part no Grey: FLC9895 / Part no Beige: FLC9896
Net Weight: 28.7 kg

/ Gross weight -32 kg

Carton Box Size: 55 x 51 x 73cm

ACCENT
MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
ACCENT is a 3 version model for cats and 2 self. Other components from the parts list can easily be
changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in 5mm
thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness. All the
pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more durability .All Pillars
are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with plastic end cover with
EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self with
edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and
durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts. You
can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space saving and
with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love being able to
climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms. These not only
serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her
human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness but
also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys from
renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller

CONTENT











1 PILLAR 30 CM lengths x13cm Diameter
4 PILLAR 40cm Lengths x13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
2 Round shelf soft plush 40cm Diameter
1 Round House panorama 40cm Diameter
3 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
3 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 304cm / 119.5inch / 9.958 feet
Part no Grey: FLC9804 / Part no Beige: FLC9805
Net Weight: 18.5 kg

/

Gross Weight -20 kg

Carton Box Size: 41 x 41 x 67cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
POLO
POLO is a 3 version model with cats house, Round shelf and round shelf with Soft
edge…who like to climb and rest, other components from the parts list can easily be
changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum
in 5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side
cover with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin
Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in
Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are
tensioned between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the
necessary Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are
exceptionally space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any
flat. Active cats are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled
with the higher-level platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also
offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses
with the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and
physical fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the
United States and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT











1 PILLAR 30 cm lengths x 13cm Diameter
4 PILLAR 40 cm Lengths x13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 50 x 50 cm
1 Round shelf with soft edge 50cm Diameter
1 Round shelf with plush 50cm Diameter
1 Round House 3 opening 50cm Diameter
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
3 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen Key 4mm

Maximum Height: 304cm / 119.5inch / 9.958 feet
Part no Grey: FLC9814

/

Part no Beige: FLC9815

Net Weight: 23.5 kg

/

Gross Weight- 25.3kg

Carton Box Size: 51 x 51 x 62cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
JETTA
JETTA is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the
parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover
with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic
Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm
.It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary
Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally
space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats
are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level
platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect
position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with
the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical
fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States
and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT:











4 PILLAR 30CM length x 13cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 40cm Length x 13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
1 Round shelf soft plush 40cm Diameter
1 Hammock 40 x 40 cm Diameter
1 Round Panorama House 40cm Diameter
5 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
3 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 314cm /123.5inch / 10.29feet
Part no Grey: FLC9875 /

Part no Beige: FLC9876

Net Weight: 18.2 kg

Gross Weight: 20 kg

/

Carton Box Size: 41 x41 x 66cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
GETZ
GETZ is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from the
parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more
durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with
plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material.
Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can
help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts.
You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space
saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love
being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms.
These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to
observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness
but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat
toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller

CONTENT:











1 PILLAR 15 cm lengths x 13cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 80cm lengths x13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 60 cm lengths x 13cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x 40 cm
2 Round shelf soft plush 40cm Diameter
1 Round shelf with soft edge 40cm Diameter
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 319CM / 137inch / 11.41feet
Part no Grey: FLC9806

/

Part no Beige: FLC9807

Net Weight: 16.3kg

/

Gross Weight-18kg

Carton Box Size: 55 x 84 x 25cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
PRIUS
PRIUS is a our entry level for floor to ceiling –cat climbing tree, for small and Big cats who like to
climb up and down with rest, Extremely robust and strong and Easy to assemble .Components from
the parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system .
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness.
All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give more durability
.All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover with plastic end
cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Further Our all
(Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better
strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary Parts.
You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally space saving
and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats are love being able
to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level platforms. These not
only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect position to observe the actions
of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with the
right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical fitness
but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States and cat toys
from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller

CONTENT








3 PILLAR 60 CM lengths x 13cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 30 CM lengths x13cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x 40 cm
5 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 320cm / 126inch / 10.5feet
Part no Grey: FLC9862

/ Part no Beige: FLC9863

Net Weight: 11 kg

/

Gross Weight: 12.5kg

Carton Box Size: 55 x78 x16cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
WIRA
WIRA is a 3 Hammock version of our model .Other components from the parts list can
easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper
drum in 5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood
18mm thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which
can give more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and
both side cover with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced
by Virgin Plastic Material. Further Our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product
made in Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are
tensioned between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the
necessary Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are
exceptionally space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any
flat. Active cats are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled
with the higher-level platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but
also offer the perfect position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses
with the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and
physical fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the
United States and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
.
CONTENT:










2 PILLAR 80 CM lengths x 13cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 30 CM lengths x 13cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
3 Hammocks 40 x 40 cm
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Socket type Bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm
3 Top Washer plastic for Hammock

Maximum Height: 306cm / 120.5inch / 10.04feet
Part no Grey: FLC9802

/ Part no Beige: FLC9803

Net Weight: 13.5 kg

/ Gross Weight: 15 kg

Carton Box Size: 81 x41 x 27cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
VISTA
Vista Model a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from
the parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side
cover with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin
Plastic Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in
Plywood 18mm .It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary
Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally
space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats
are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level
platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect
position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with
the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical
fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States
and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller
CONTENT:











6 PILLAR 30CM length x 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 15cm Length x 13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
1 Round shelf with edge 40cm Diameter
1 Round shelf soft plush 40cm Diameter
1 Round panorama House 40cm Diameter
3 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
6 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 309cm / 121.5inch / 10.12 feet
Part no Grey: FLC9880 / Part no Beige: FLC9881
Net Weight: 20 kg

/ Gross Weight 22kg

Carton Box Size: 41 x 41 x 76 cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR CEILLING MODELS
FIESTA
FISTA also is a multi version model for cats who like to climb and rest, other components from
the parts list can easily be changed or attached to build your own system.
This climbing Cat tree is produced of top quality material and cat house Made of paper drum in
5mm thickness ,covered with plush-fur Material and bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm
thickness. All the pillars are made with Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Which can give
more durability .All Pillars are 13 cm Diameter, Wall thickness of mats 6mm and both side cover
with plastic end cover with EUROPEAN and USA Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic
Material. Further our all (Self, Self with edge and base plate) the product made in Plywood 18mm
.It can help you for better strong and durability.
Ceiling height cat trees are extremely stylish cat trees of a light appearance that are tensioned
between the floor and the ceiling (no drilling necessary).We are providing all the necessary
Parts. You can slowly tight with Ceiling with the help of red spanner. They are exceptionally
space saving and with their lean design, they can easily be integrated into any flat. Active cats
are love being able to climb right to the ceiling and all cats are enthralled with the higher-level
platforms. These not only serve as a secure retreat for your cat, but also offer the perfect
position to observe the actions of her human cohabitants.
ADVISE: Every cat household needs cat toys to keep your cat fit and sharpen her senses with
the right toys, your cat never get bored. Interesting cat toy is not only the health and physical
fitness but also for the mental stability of meaning. Innovative cat toys from the United States
and cat toys from renowned manufacturers guarantee playfulness.
NOTE: If you have more than our height, Please cheeked the seller.
CONTENT












2 PILLAR 80cm length x13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 60cm Length x 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 15cm Length x13 cm Diameter
1 Complete roof ceiling set 45cm Diameter
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 40 x40 cm
1 Round shelf with edge 40cm Diameter
2 Hammock Center assemblies 40 x 40cm
1 Round panorama House 40cm Diameter
4 Thread bar M10 x 7.5cm
1 Socket type bolt M10 x 5cm
1 Allen key 4mm

Maximum Height: 321cm / 126inch / 10.5feet
Part no Grey: FLC9885 /

Part no Beige: FLC9886

Net Weight: 16.3 kg

Gross weight: 18kg

/

Carton Box size: 81 x 41 x 32 cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
WWW.CAT-2000.COM

